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Very brief factual and legal background

• Apple entered the US e-book market in January 2010

• Prior to Apple’s entry, Amazon was selling e-books 
through a wholesale model

• Apple entered under an agency model with 5 of the 
major publishers - the agency model was subsequently 
applied to Amazon in the US, and then applied in 
Europe too

• US DOJ settled with all 5 publishers by mid-2013

• Court judgment against Apple in July 2013

• European Commission issued Article 9 (Commitments) 
decision for all parties except Penguin in December 
2012 (Penguin Art 9 decision followed in July 2013)
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Situation prior to Apple’s entry
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• Amazon was pricing bestsellers at $9.99 (below 
cost)

• Major publishers unhappy about Amazon’s low-
pricing policy

• Evidence indicates that aversion to low retail prices is 
driven by fear of dis-intermediation by Amazon, and 
risk of price deflation spreading to printed books 
eventually threatening upstream margins

• Publishers realised need for collective action vis-à-
vis Amazon, but initiatives to get Amazon to raise 
retail prices (e.g. “windowing”)had failed as of end-
2009



Enter Apple….

• Apple met with all publishers in mid-December 2009 in 
preparation for the launch of the iPad

• Apple initially proposed a wholesale model, but that 2 of 
the publishers suggested adoption of agency, which 
Apple then proposed to other publishers

• Key agency terms eventually agreed are identical across 
publishers and include

1. Maximum retail prices, for new releases, with specific prices 
for NYT bestsellers (“price grids”) well above $9.99

2. 30% commission for agent

3. A Most-Favoured Customer (MFC) clause 4



Apple’s MFC

• Apple’s initial proposal was that publishers must switch all 
other retailers of new releases to agency contracts too

• This request was later replaced by the inclusion of a “cross-
model” MFC clause in the draft agency contracts

• Under this clause, each publisher had to guarantee to 
Apple to lower the retail price set on its platform to 
match the lowest price offered by any competing retailer 
(independently of whether the competing retailer 
was under a wholesale or agency model)

• The MFC exposed the publishers to very low effective 
wholesale prices if Amazon were to remain on the wholesale 
model, thus acting as a (joint) commitment device to force 
Amazon to switch to agency too 5
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MFC as a commitment device: illustration
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MFC as a commitment device: illustration



Direct Apple evidence on reasons and 
effects of MFC
• "I feel like it's a giant win to keep pushing the MFN and forcing 

people off the [A]mazon model and onto ours. If anything, the 
place to give is the pricing -long run, the mfn is more 
important. […] --any decent MFN forces the model (internal Apple 
email)

• “[…] we told the publishers “We’ll go to the agency model, where 
you set the price, and we get 30%, and yes, the customer pays 
a little more, but that’s what you want anyway”. But we also 
asked for a guarantee that if anybody else is selling books 
cheaper than we are, then we can sell them at the lower price too. 
So they went to Amazon and said “You’re going to sign an agency 
contract or we’re not going to give you the books” (Jobs 
biography)

• “Throw in with Apple and see if we can all make a go of this to 
create a real mainstream e-books market at $12.99 and $14.99” 
(Jobs e-mail to Murdoch)
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“Hub-and-spoke” collusive mechanism 
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The role of the vertical restraints 
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• Vertical restraints (“agency plus”) contained in 
the agreements are the key implementation 
device for the collusive scheme

• Resale Price Maintenance allows publishers to 
remove pricing discretion from retailers (including 
most notably Amazon), thus enabling publishers to 
increase prices

• MFC clause acts as a joint commitment/ 
coordination device, enabling publishers to transfer 
the Apple agency agreement to the rest of the 
industry 



Effects: price evidence in the US
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